
Bulgarian companies participating in the AGRO BUSINESS FORUM on 03 09 2018 in Budapest 

 1 GEOSEMSELECT Ltd. GEOSEMSELECT OOD - has selected, produced and traded vegetable seeds for 

more than 26 years. Geosemelekt is a proud owner of 18 hybrid hybrid tomatoes. The main purpose of 

the company is to preserve the true taste of the authentic Bulgarian tomato. Besides vegetable seeds, 

the site also includes high-quality mineral fertilizers from the Dutch company HortiLand. 

(https://geosemselect.com). 

2 OPAL ZI Ltd. OPAL ZI Ltd. - The company produces seed production on an area of about 200 decares of 

very well known and already established Bulgarian varieties of vegetables. In 1999 OPAL ZI Ltd worked 

in close cooperation with the Institute of Genetics at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences - Sofia, which 

resulted in the creation of three Bulgarian hybrids of tomatoes - Opal BG, Naslada and Elena Prima. In 

2010, the company offered 4 new varieties of vegetables such as tomato Bf Fantasy, tomato Rose 

magic, pepper family, pepper Sweet fish (http: // www. Http://semena.popara.org). 

3 AGRO BIO SEMENA Ltd. AGRO BIO SEEDS Ltd. - more than 15 years old, is at the service of the 

agricultural producers in Bulgaria, offering the most modern selection and introducing innovative 

varieties and hybrids - seed for vegetable and agro crops (https://agrobioseed.com). 

4 BIO TREE Ltd. "BIO TRI" Ltd. - The main activity is the development of high-efficiency technologies for 

in vitro multiplication of valuable fast-growing tree and plant species with the prospect of economic 

cultivation and maintenance of a genetic bank of elite seedlings. High quality seedlings are produced for 

different plant species by in vitro propagation method. For a very short period of existence, several new 

technologies for the in vitro multiplication of different plant species have already been developed in Bio 

Bio and some of them are protected as intellectual property by the company Bio Patents at the Patent 

Office of the Republic of Bulgaria (http: // biotree.bg). 

5 SLOVBUL SOLANUM PLOVDIV Ltd. SLOVBUL SOLANUM PLOVDIV Ltd. - potato seedlings 

(http://www.slovbul.com). 

6 AMV AGRO Ltd "AMV AGRO" Ltd. - produces vine planting material from the Cabernet Sauvignon, 

Merlot, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc varieties, created in the research base VCR - Italy. In the same 

year, and vine nurseries from a base clonal selection material from the SO4 clones 102 and 762, 41B 

cl.194 and cl.195, P1103 cl.ISV-1, R140 cl.ISV-1, Cobber 5BB cl.ISV- 1, Fercal cl.242 (http://www.amv-

agro.com). 

7 BULGARIAN PEPPER ASSOCIATION BULGARIAN PIPER ASSOCIATION- (http://piperibg.com) 

8 ET RICE - PENKA VLAHOVA "RAIS-PENKA VLAHOVA" - the company is a certified bio producer of figs. It 

offers fresh organic figs and is in the process of producing candy from organic figs and fig leaf tea 

(http://www.rice.bg). 

9 AGROMILL BULGARIA AD - AGROMIL BULGARIA AD - The company is a producer of rice and wheat 

flour (http://www.agromill.com). 

10  AGENCY PLANT VARIETY TESTING, APPR. & SEED CONTROL EXECUTIVE AGENCY FOR SORTIBLING, 

APROBATION AND SEMECONTROL- https://iasas.government.bg 

11 Todor Lubenov Jikov - potato producer and processor 

12 Petar Georgiev Shakalov - Potato Producer and Processor 


